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With a history that begins 70 years ago, Vlădeasa Furniture, is one of
the most important furniture manufacturers in Transylvania, with
customers both in Romania and on the European market.

Vlădeasa Furniture has production halls of over 4,500 square meters
In the last 10 years, it has actively and dynamically invested in
retechnology with the latest equipment for wood manufacturing.
The factory is equipped with various machines, from the simplest such
as serial cutting machines, to 5-axis CNC for complex wavy
Automatic spray painting line
UV finishing line.

Vlădeasa produces an entire range of furniture, both in large and small
series
solid wood furniture, oak, beech, pine, poplar
furniture made of panels ennobled with veneer
furniture from HPL-ennobled panels
painted MDF furniture
furniture made of solid wood  mixed with veneered or painted panels,
doors or semi-finished elements.
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Collection  
When we think of wooden furniture forWhen we think of wooden furniture for
our homes, the first thing that comes toour homes, the first thing that comes to
mind is the warmth, richness andmind is the warmth, richness and
comfort that this natural materialcomfort that this natural material
conveys. Furniture and especially solidconveys. Furniture and especially solid
wood tables have an aspect of a specialwood tables have an aspect of a special
versatility that seems to be lacking inversatility that seems to be lacking in
other processed materials.other processed materials.
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SOLID WOOD
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B A K A R R A  O A K
T R E E  S O L I D
W O O D  T A B L E

Solid wood has been the basic material for
making furniture since ancient times. That's
why we consider the investment to be
worthy from all points of view.
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The solid solid oak top makes Bakarra a uniqueThe solid solid oak top makes Bakarra a unique
piece. A design that puts wood in the center ofpiece. A design that puts wood in the center of
attention, to reveal unique and exclusive tones,attention, to reveal unique and exclusive tones,
shapes and nodulations.shapes and nodulations.
These countertops are finished with natural oils andThese countertops are finished with natural oils and
varnishes to provide protection against stains andvarnishes to provide protection against stains and
damage, but also to preserve the natural look anddamage, but also to preserve the natural look and
beauty of the wood.beauty of the wood.  

Table type: FixedTable type: Fixed
Top material: solid oak woodTop material: solid oak wood
Frame Material: Compatible with legs fromFrame Material: Compatible with legs from
Stand Up Collection (pag 65-72)Stand Up Collection (pag 65-72)
Color: Natural oak, Oak woodColor: Natural oak, Oak wood
Length: 700-2600 mmLength: 700-2600 mm
Width: 700-1000 mmWidth: 700-1000 mm
Thickness: 24-55 mmThickness: 24-55 mm
Shape: rectangular/squareShape: rectangular/square

Specifications:Specifications:

great for great for modern, urban and industrial interiorsmodern, urban and industrial interiors
open space, kitchen, living room, dining roomopen space, kitchen, living room, dining room

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
In general, a solid wood table top is an excellent choiceIn general, a solid wood table top is an excellent choice
to create a natural and rustic atmosphere in a varietyto create a natural and rustic atmosphere in a variety
of spaces, such as the living room, kitchen, restaurant,of spaces, such as the living room, kitchen, restaurant,
cafe or workspace.cafe or workspace.

DescriptionDescription
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B A K A R R A  R U S T I C
O A K  S O L I D
W O O D  T A B L E

One of the main advantages of solid wood
furniture is its design. Who can argue with the
look of solid wood furniture? It is imposing, and
from the first sight it conveys the idea of quality
and strength.
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The Bakarra Oak Rustic table has a very specialThe Bakarra Oak Rustic table has a very special
appearance, due to the fact that each top is unique.appearance, due to the fact that each top is unique.
Our carpenters give importance to every detail, soOur carpenters give importance to every detail, so
the color, knots and cracks are brought out bythe color, knots and cracks are brought out by
manual intervention on the wood texture.manual intervention on the wood texture.  

Table type: FixedTable type: Fixed
Top material: solid oak woodTop material: solid oak wood
Frame Material: Compatible with legs Stand UpFrame Material: Compatible with legs Stand Up
Collection (pag 65-72)Collection (pag 65-72)
Color: Rustic oak, Wooded oakColor: Rustic oak, Wooded oak
Length: 700-2600 mmLength: 700-2600 mm
Width: 700-1000 mmWidth: 700-1000 mm
Top thickness: 50-55 mmTop thickness: 50-55 mm
Shape: rectangular/squareShape: rectangular/square

Specifications:Specifications:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Oak wood has a special versatility and fits any typeOak wood has a special versatility and fits any type
of design - classic, rustic or modern.of design - classic, rustic or modern.
kitchen, living room, dining roomkitchen, living room, dining room  

DescriptionDescription



CollectionCollection
STOCKHOLMSTOCKHOLM

A tribute to modern Scandinavian design.A tribute to modern Scandinavian design.
This collection with an oval, round orThis collection with an oval, round or
rectangular oak veneer top has a warm andrectangular oak veneer top has a warm and
elegant look. Stockholm a city in communionelegant look. Stockholm a city in communion
with nature, where you learn that urbanwith nature, where you learn that urban
does not only mean a conglomeration ofdoes not only mean a conglomeration of
buildings and concrete, but can also meanbuildings and concrete, but can also mean
space for people and nature.space for people and nature.
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O A K  O V A L
S T O C K H O L M
T A B L E  

Oval tables offer an unusual and elegant shape
to highlight personal taste and style. They are
designed to be long and wide, with a
symmetrical oval shape, which gives them a
harmonious and elegant appearance.
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Inspired by the real world, the Stokholm table hasInspired by the real world, the Stokholm table has
an organic shape and a pleasant touch finish. It isan organic shape and a pleasant touch finish. It is    
made of solid oak wood, ennobled with themade of solid oak wood, ennobled with the
highest quality veneer.highest quality veneer.
Due to its shape and size, this table is anDue to its shape and size, this table is an
unforgettable piece of furniture.unforgettable piece of furniture.

SSpaces intended for:paces intended for:
The Stokholm table corresponds to the latestThe Stokholm table corresponds to the latest
design trends, being suitable for the Japandi styledesign trends, being suitable for the Japandi style
thanks to its shape and structure.thanks to its shape and structure.
living room, dining room, receptionsliving room, dining room, receptions

DescriptionDescription

Table type: FixedTable type: Fixed
Top material: solid wood Oak + veneerTop material: solid wood Oak + veneer
Frame material: solid woodFrame material: solid wood
Color: naturalColor: natural
Length: 1800-2600 mmLength: 1800-2600 mm
Width: 900 mmWidth: 900 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Shape: ovalShape: oval

Specifications:Specifications:
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O A K  R O U N D
S T O C K H O L M
T A B L E

Round tables fit well in a smaller living room,
creating a warm, friendly and comfortable
atmosphere. Moreover, round tables are all fun,
being ideal for board games because they make it
easier to access the game pieces.
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The round table is a classic and elegant piece ofThe round table is a classic and elegant piece of
furniture that can be integrated into a variety offurniture that can be integrated into a variety of
spaces. With its round shape, this table can bespaces. With its round shape, this table can be
placed in the center of a room or in a corner,placed in the center of a room or in a corner,
depending on your preference.depending on your preference.
Due to its natural appearance and its qualities ofDue to its natural appearance and its qualities of
durability and strength, this table fits very well in adurability and strength, this table fits very well in a
wide range of interior decorations, from traditionalwide range of interior decorations, from traditional
to modern.to modern.

  great for great for living room, kitchenliving room, kitchen

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
This solid wood round table can be used in a varietyThis solid wood round table can be used in a variety
of spaces, as it is durable, versatile and aestheticallyof spaces, as it is durable, versatile and aesthetically
pleasing.pleasing.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: FixedTable type: Fixed
Top material: solid wood + veneerTop material: solid wood + veneer
Frame material: solid woodFrame material: solid wood
Color: NaturalColor: Natural
Diameter: 1300 mmDiameter: 1300 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Round shapeRound shape

Specifications:Specifications:
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O A K  R E C T A N G U L A R
S T O C K H O L M  
T A B L E  

Rectangular tables are suitable for longer and
narrow living rooms, being ideal for tables with
many guests. It is the most popular table shape,
representing the perfect table for any family's
dining room. 
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The natural look, its durability and strengthThe natural look, its durability and strength
qualities of this table make it a popular choice forqualities of this table make it a popular choice for
traditional and modern interior designs. Fortraditional and modern interior designs. For
example, it can be used as a dining table in aexample, it can be used as a dining table in a
kitchen or dining room, where it can accommodatekitchen or dining room, where it can accommodate
many people.many people.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
The solid wood rectangular table can be used inThe solid wood rectangular table can be used in
multiple spaces, in order to create a greatmultiple spaces, in order to create a great
atmosphere for meetings with friends and family.atmosphere for meetings with friends and family.
Great for: living rooms, dining rooms, event hallsGreat for: living rooms, dining rooms, event halls

DescriptionDescription

Table type: FixedTable type: Fixed
Top material: solid wood + veneerTop material: solid wood + veneer
Frame material: solid woodFrame material: solid wood
Color: NaturalColor: Natural
Length: 2000 mmLength: 2000 mm
Width: 900 mmWidth: 900 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape

Specifications:Specifications:
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O A K  B A R
S T O C K H O L M
T A B L E

Lighter than a dining table and more useful than a
coffee table, the bar table is the perfect space for
casual conversations and delicious snacks. In
various forms, the bar table is the chic solution for
the modern kitchen or living room.
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The Stockholm bar table is an elegant and practicalThe Stockholm bar table is an elegant and practical
piece of furniture, perfect for creating a space forpiece of furniture, perfect for creating a space for
socializing and relaxing in your home. Due to itssocializing and relaxing in your home. Due to its
greater height, this bar table is ideal for servinggreater height, this bar table is ideal for serving
drinks and snacks.drinks and snacks.
IMoreover, the bar table can be used in commercialIMoreover, the bar table can be used in commercial
spaces such as bars or cafes, where it can be usedspaces such as bars or cafes, where it can be used
to provide guests with a comfortable and stylishto provide guests with a comfortable and stylish
space.space.

bar, cafe, dining roombar, cafe, dining room

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
These chairs are used indoors, especially inThese chairs are used indoors, especially in
entertainment or event areas.entertainment or event areas.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: fixedTable type: fixed
Top material: solid wood + veneerTop material: solid wood + veneer
Frame material: solid woodFrame material: solid wood
Color: NaturalColor: Natural
Length: 1550 mmLength: 1550 mm
Width: 490 mmWidth: 490 mm
Height: 1050 mmHeight: 1050 mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape

Specifications:Specifications:
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S T O C K H O L M
W O O D E N  
B A R  C H A I R

Bar stools are most often seen in pubs,  like the old
western movies, but they have made a name for
themselves in contemporary furniture, becoming a
popular household item and a great way to style
your home.
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Solid wood bar stools are elegant and practicalSolid wood bar stools are elegant and practical
pieces of furniture that perfectly complement a barpieces of furniture that perfectly complement a bar
table made of the same material. Their classictable made of the same material. Their classic
design and natural look of solid wood make themdesign and natural look of solid wood make them
fit into a variety of interior settings, from traditionalfit into a variety of interior settings, from traditional
to modern.to modern.
The solid structure and the quality wood finishThe solid structure and the quality wood finish
ensure that the chairs will last a long time andensure that the chairs will last a long time and
withstand regular use.withstand regular use.

Seat: solid woodSeat: solid wood
Base: solid woodBase: solid wood
Available colors: White, Black, NaturalAvailable colors: White, Black, Natural
Additional options:Additional options:
Recommended for tables with a minimum heightRecommended for tables with a minimum height
of 900mmof 900mm

Specifications:Specifications:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Solid wood bar stools can be integrated into variousSolid wood bar stools can be integrated into various
interior spaces, from kitchens to entertainmentinterior spaces, from kitchens to entertainment
rooms and even commercial spaces such as cafesrooms and even commercial spaces such as cafes
and barsand bars

DescriptionDescription



CollectionCollection
ROMEROME

The living room exudes a unique sense of energyThe living room exudes a unique sense of energy
through the interplay of the table's shape and thethrough the interplay of the table's shape and the
furniture's geometry. The symbolism associated withfurniture's geometry. The symbolism associated with
the table's form is also worth considering. Athe table's form is also worth considering. A
rectangular table with gently curved cornersrectangular table with gently curved corners
seamlessly enhances a classic aesthetic whileseamlessly enhances a classic aesthetic while
maintaining a relaxed atmosphere. Furthermore, anmaintaining a relaxed atmosphere. Furthermore, an
extendable table tailored for the living room serves asextendable table tailored for the living room serves as
the perfect solution in every homethe perfect solution in every home
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The natural oak color is a warm and rich
shade that brings an atmosphere of comfort
and elegance to any room. It is an earthy
color, inspired by the woody shades of oak.

E X T E N D A B L E
N A T U R A L  O A K
R O M E  T A B L E
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P R O D U C T
D E T A I L S
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The Extendable Natural Oak Rome table has legsThe Extendable Natural Oak Rome table has legs
and structure in veneered panels, with a simpleand structure in veneered panels, with a simple
shape and well-defined lines that give it an elegantshape and well-defined lines that give it an elegant
and modern look. The table can be expanded toand modern look. The table can be expanded to
meet both daily and special occasion needs. It ismeet both daily and special occasion needs. It is
versatile and equipped with an extension to giveversatile and equipped with an extension to give
you more space. The table top is 20 mm thick andyou more space. The table top is 20 mm thick and
covered with natural oak veneer and roundedcovered with natural oak veneer and rounded
corners to avoid injuries.corners to avoid injuries.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
This table is ideal for small spaces and can be anThis table is ideal for small spaces and can be an
excellent choice for those looking for functional andexcellent choice for those looking for functional and
modern furniture. Thanks to its small size, it can bemodern furniture. Thanks to its small size, it can be
easily placed in any room, and its modern designeasily placed in any room, and its modern design
gives it an elegant and sophisticated look. Therefore,gives it an elegant and sophisticated look. Therefore,
this table can certainly be a piece appreciated bythis table can certainly be a piece appreciated by
those who want to optimize the space.those who want to optimize the space.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: ExtendableTable type: Extendable
Top material: Veneer panelTop material: Veneer panel
Frame material: Veneered panelFrame material: Veneered panel
Color: Natural OakColor: Natural Oak
Length: 1240/1640 mmLength: 1240/1640 mm
Width: 800 mmWidth: 800 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape

Specifications:Specifications:
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E X T E N D A B L E
B L A C K  A N D  G O L D
R O M E  T A B L E

The combination of black and gold can create a
sophisticated, elegant and luxurious
atmosphere in any room. This color pair can be
used in a modern or classic decor.
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P R O D U C T
D E T A I L S
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This table is ideal for small spaces and can be anThis table is ideal for small spaces and can be an
excellent choice for those looking for functional andexcellent choice for those looking for functional and
modern furniture. Thanks to its small size, it can bemodern furniture. Thanks to its small size, it can be
easily placed in any room, and its modern designeasily placed in any room, and its modern design
gives an elegant and sophisticated look. Therefore,gives an elegant and sophisticated look. Therefore,
this table can definitely be a piece appreciated bythis table can definitely be a piece appreciated by
those who want to optimize the available spacethose who want to optimize the available space
without compromising on style or comfort.without compromising on style or comfort.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
kitchen, dinning room, living roomkitchen, dinning room, living room

DescriptionDescription

Table type: ExtendableTable type: Extendable
Top material: Veneered panelTop material: Veneered panel
Frame material: Veneered panelFrame material: Veneered panel
Color: Black GoldColor: Black Gold
Length: 1240/1640 mmLength: 1240/1640 mm
Width: 800 mmWidth: 800 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape

Specifications:Specifications:
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The table with a matte white finish exudes
simple elegance and purity. The matte white
color creates a calm and refined
atmosphere, perfect for bringing a touch of
sophistication to any room. 

E X T E N D A B L E
M A T T E  W H I T E
R O M E  T A B L E
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The extendable matte white Rome table has whiteThe extendable matte white Rome table has white
legs and a structure of painted panels, with alegs and a structure of painted panels, with a
simple shape and well-defined lines that give it ansimple shape and well-defined lines that give it an
elegant and modern look. This table simple shapeelegant and modern look. This table simple shape
and well-defined lines gives an elegant and modernand well-defined lines gives an elegant and modern
look to any place.look to any place.
The simple design and white shade, make the tableThe simple design and white shade, make the table
appear larger and brighter, making it a great choiceappear larger and brighter, making it a great choice
for small or dark rooms. A white table can also befor small or dark rooms. A white table can also be
easily integrated into a variety of wall andeasily integrated into a variety of wall and
wallpaper styles and colors, making it a flexiblewallpaper styles and colors, making it a flexible
choice for any setting.choice for any setting.

kitchen, living room, officekitchen, living room, office

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
The white table is a modern and elegant piece ofThe white table is a modern and elegant piece of
furniture that can add a touch of freshness and lightfurniture that can add a touch of freshness and light
to any interior decoration. White colors are versatileto any interior decoration. White colors are versatile
and fit in any room, whether it is a living room, aand fit in any room, whether it is a living room, a
kitchen or an office space.kitchen or an office space.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: ExtendableTable type: Extendable
Top material: Painted panelTop material: Painted panel
Frame material: Painted panelFrame material: Painted panel
Color: Matt whiteColor: Matt white
Length: 1240/1640 mmLength: 1240/1640 mm
Width: 800 mmWidth: 800 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape

Specifications:Specifications:
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The patinated oak color at a table is perfect to
create a classic and refined decoration, but it
can also be easily integrated into a modern
and minimalist design, thanks to its elegant
and simple appearance.

E X T E N D A B L E
O A K  P A T I N A
R O M E  T A B L E
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P R O D U C T
D E T A I L S
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The Roma extendable table in golden oak is aThe Roma extendable table in golden oak is a
beautiful and warm piece of furniture that adds abeautiful and warm piece of furniture that adds a
natural and rustic touch to any interior decor.natural and rustic touch to any interior decor.
Golden oak is a wood species that has warm andGolden oak is a wood species that has warm and
dark golden hues, offering a perfect combination ofdark golden hues, offering a perfect combination of
elegance and naturalness.elegance and naturalness.
The golden oak table can be combined with otherThe golden oak table can be combined with other
wooden furniture pieces, such as chests of drawerswooden furniture pieces, such as chests of drawers
or cabinets, to create a harmonious and unified lookor cabinets, to create a harmonious and unified look
in the home decor.in the home decor.

kitchen, living room, hall, officekitchen, living room, hall, office

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
It can be used as a centerpiece in a living room orIt can be used as a centerpiece in a living room or
kitchen. It can also be integrated into an officekitchen. It can also be integrated into an office
space, adding a touch of elegance and warmth. -space, adding a touch of elegance and warmth. -

Description:Description:

Table type: ExtendableTable type: Extendable
Top material: Veneered panelTop material: Veneered panel
Frame material: Veneered panelFrame material: Veneered panel
Color: Oak patinaColor: Oak patina
Length: 1240/1640 mmLength: 1240/1640 mm
Width: 800 mmWidth: 800 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape

Specifications:Specifications:
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Matte black is an elegant and sophisticated
color, perfect for a dining or office table. This
color has a deep and smooth appearance with
a velvety texture and a matte finish that gives a
feeling of luxury and quality.

E X T E N D A B L E
M A T T E  B L A C K
R O M E  T A B L E
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P R O D U C T
D E T A I L S
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This black table is an elegant and sophisticatedThis black table is an elegant and sophisticated
piece of furniture that can add a touch of dramapiece of furniture that can add a touch of drama
and elegance to any interior decor. The color blackand elegance to any interior decor. The color black
is classic and refined and can easily be integratedis classic and refined and can easily be integrated
into a variety of interior design styles, frominto a variety of interior design styles, from
traditional to modern.traditional to modern.

kitchen, living room, office, hallkitchen, living room, office, hall

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
The table can be used as a centerpiece in a livingThe table can be used as a centerpiece in a living
room or kitchen. It can also be integrated into anroom or kitchen. It can also be integrated into an
office space or a hallway, adding a sophisticatedoffice space or a hallway, adding a sophisticated
and elegant look.and elegant look.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: ExtendableTable type: Extendable
Top material: Veneered panelTop material: Veneered panel
Frame material: Veneered panelFrame material: Veneered panel
Color: BlackColor: Black
Length: 1240/1640 mmLength: 1240/1640 mm
Width: 800 mmWidth: 800 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape

Specifications:Specifications:



CollectionCollection
BERLINBERLIN

If you don't change the furniture often, thenIf you don't change the furniture often, then
you can think about a wooden table, in colorsyou can think about a wooden table, in colors
inspired by nature. Designed for both classicinspired by nature. Designed for both classic
and modern living rooms, the Berlinand modern living rooms, the Berlin
extendable table folds to any preference. Theextendable table folds to any preference. The
design with straight lines blends perfectly withdesign with straight lines blends perfectly with
the varied shades and texture of the wood.the varied shades and texture of the wood.
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Matte white is an easy to maintain and clean color
that can be used to create an effect of light and
space in a room, and if combined with other
textures or materials, it can add a touch of warmth
and comfort to your table.

E X T E N D A B L E
W H I T E  M A T T E
B E R L I N  T A B L E
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The matt white rectangular extendable table, veneeredThe matt white rectangular extendable table, veneered
with natural oak veneer, is an elegant and practicalwith natural oak veneer, is an elegant and practical
piece of furniture, perfect for any modern home. Itspiece of furniture, perfect for any modern home. Its
simple and elegant design blends perfectly with thesimple and elegant design blends perfectly with the
natural oak veneer finish and the dedicated space undernatural oak veneer finish and the dedicated space under
the table for storing the extension, provides a convenientthe table for storing the extension, provides a convenient
place to store extra pieces when the table is notplace to store extra pieces when the table is not
extended.extended.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Suitable for large families or when you have guestsSuitable for large families or when you have guests
over for dinner. It can be quickly and easily expanded toover for dinner. It can be quickly and easily expanded to
provide extra space for unexpected guests or to createprovide extra space for unexpected guests or to create
a larger workspace. It is an excellent choice for anya larger workspace. It is an excellent choice for any
modern home, bringing a touch of elegance andmodern home, bringing a touch of elegance and
functionality to your living space.functionality to your living space.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: Extendable tableTable type: Extendable table
Top material: Natural painted oak veneer.Top material: Natural painted oak veneer.
Frame material: Solid wood painted matt white.Frame material: Solid wood painted matt white.
Available colors: Matt white, Fibrous white, NaturalAvailable colors: Matt white, Fibrous white, Natural
oak, Oak patina, Matt blackoak, Oak patina, Matt black
Length: 1400 mmLength: 1400 mm
Extended length: 1900 mmExtended length: 1900 mm
Width: 700 mmWidth: 700 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Top thickness: 22mmTop thickness: 22mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape
Available sizes: 1100mm - 1200mm - 1400mmAvailable sizes: 1100mm - 1200mm - 1400mm

Specifications:Specifications:
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The natural oak color for a table is a perfect
choice for those who appreciate the beauty and
natural quality of wood, and it can be easily
integrated into any space, bringing extra
elegance and warmth.

E X T E N D A B L E
N A T U R A L  O A K
B E R L I N  T A B L E
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Perfect for any dining room. Its classic and simple designPerfect for any dining room. Its classic and simple design
matches any style of decoration, and the finish in warmmatches any style of decoration, and the finish in warm
natural oak tones adds a touch of warmth and comfort tonatural oak tones adds a touch of warmth and comfort to
the room.the room.
This table has double functionality as it can be extendedThis table has double functionality as it can be extended
to provide enough space to accommodate extra guests.to provide enough space to accommodate extra guests.
Dedicated storage space for the extension allows it to beDedicated storage space for the extension allows it to be
safely stored and easily accessible when needed.safely stored and easily accessible when needed.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: Extendable tableTable type: Extendable table
Top material: Veneered with natural oak veneer.Top material: Veneered with natural oak veneer.
Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak veneer.Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak veneer.
Available colors: Matt white, Fibrous white, NaturalAvailable colors: Matt white, Fibrous white, Natural
oak, Oak patina, Matt black.oak, Oak patina, Matt black.
Length: 1400 mmLength: 1400 mm
Extended length: 1900 mmExtended length: 1900 mm
Width: 700 mmWidth: 700 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Top thickness: 22mmTop thickness: 22mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape
Available sizes: 1100mm - 1200mm - 1400m mAvailable sizes: 1100mm - 1200mm - 1400m m

Specifications:Specifications:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Its dimensions are ideal to provide enough space for 6-Its dimensions are ideal to provide enough space for 6-
8 people during normal use and it expands to provide8 people during normal use and it expands to provide
enough space to accommodate 10-12 people.enough space to accommodate 10-12 people.
It is an excellent choice for anyone looking for anIt is an excellent choice for anyone looking for an
elegant and practical table with extensive functionalityelegant and practical table with extensive functionality
and durability over time.and durability over time.
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Patinated oak is an elegant and refined color that
fits perfectly in a rustic setting or in a modern
environment where you want to create a warm
and welcoming atmosphere. 

E X T E N D A B L E
O A K  P A T I N A
B E R L I N  T A B L E
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Ideal for any home. The classic design of the table isIdeal for any home. The classic design of the table is
emphasized by the fine texture and naturalness ofemphasized by the fine texture and naturalness of
the oak wood, which adds a rustic and authenticthe oak wood, which adds a rustic and authentic
charm. The table has a practical extension system,charm. The table has a practical extension system,
which allows you to quickly and easily add anwhich allows you to quickly and easily add an
additional extension in case you need more spaceadditional extension in case you need more space
at the table. Storing the extension is very simple, asat the table. Storing the extension is very simple, as
the table has a special dedicated space under thethe table has a special dedicated space under the
table top.table top.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: Extendable tableTable type: Extendable table
Top material: Veneered with natural oak veneer.Top material: Veneered with natural oak veneer.
Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak veneer.Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak veneer.
Available colors: Matt white, Fibrous white, NaturalAvailable colors: Matt white, Fibrous white, Natural
oak, Oak patina, Matt blackoak, Oak patina, Matt black
Length: 1400 mmLength: 1400 mm
Extended length: 1900 mmExtended length: 1900 mm
Width: 700 mmWidth: 700 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Top thickness: 22mmTop thickness: 22mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape
Available sizes: 1100mm - 1200mm - 1400m mAvailable sizes: 1100mm - 1200mm - 1400m m

Specifications:Specifications:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
The generous dimensions of the table are ideal forThe generous dimensions of the table are ideal for
hosting guests during dinner or enjoying large mealshosting guests during dinner or enjoying large meals
with family and friends. This extendable table model iswith family and friends. This extendable table model is
robust and durable, guaranteeing long-term use and anrobust and durable, guaranteeing long-term use and an
impeccable appearance over time. It is an excellentimpeccable appearance over time. It is an excellent
choice for any modern home.choice for any modern home.
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This color is suitable for a variety of decor
styles, from modern minimalism to elegant
classic, and can be combined with a variety
of shades to create interesting and dramatic
visual effects.

E X T E N D A B L E
M A T T E  B L A C K
B E R L I N  T A B L E
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Its simple yet sophisticated design combined withIts simple yet sophisticated design combined with
the matte black finish conveys the message ofthe matte black finish conveys the message of
minimalism and modernity. It is an excellent choiceminimalism and modernity. It is an excellent choice
for anyone who wants to add a touch of style andfor anyone who wants to add a touch of style and
elegance to their home without sacrificingelegance to their home without sacrificing
functionality and comfort. The extension storesfunctionality and comfort. The extension stores
easily and is handy to attach when you need moreeasily and is handy to attach when you need more
space for dining or working on your laptop.space for dining or working on your laptop.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: Extendable tableTable type: Extendable table
Top material: Veneered with natural oak veneer.Top material: Veneered with natural oak veneer.
Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak veneer.Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak veneer.
Available colors: Matt white, Fibrous white, NaturalAvailable colors: Matt white, Fibrous white, Natural
oak, Oak patina, Matt blackoak, Oak patina, Matt black
Length: 1400 mmLength: 1400 mm
Extended length: 1900 mmExtended length: 1900 mm
Width: 700 mmWidth: 700 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Top thickness: 22mmTop thickness: 22mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape
Available sizes: 1100mm - 1200mm - 1400m mAvailable sizes: 1100mm - 1200mm - 1400m m

Specifications:Specifications:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Suitable for large families or when you have guestsSuitable for large families or when you have guests
over for dinner. It can be quickly and easily expanded toover for dinner. It can be quickly and easily expanded to
provide extra space for unexpected guests or to createprovide extra space for unexpected guests or to create
a larger workspace. It is an excellent choice for anya larger workspace. It is an excellent choice for any
modern home, bringing a touch of elegance andmodern home, bringing a touch of elegance and
functionality to your living space.functionality to your living space.



CollectionCollection
PARISPARIS

The classic and fashionable black fits perfectlyThe classic and fashionable black fits perfectly
both the glamor style, being on the one handboth the glamor style, being on the one hand
the symbol of seduction, but also a colorthe symbol of seduction, but also a color
reminiscent of the rock'n'roll of the 80s. Parisreminiscent of the rock'n'roll of the 80s. Paris
tables, matte black, will give your home atables, matte black, will give your home a
modern air. This table stands out for themodern air. This table stands out for the
harmonious combination of the abstract shapeharmonious combination of the abstract shape
of the legs and the thin top.of the legs and the thin top.
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The rectangular shape and X-shaped legs allow
people to sit comfortably at the table and enjoy a
pleasant conversation or a relaxing meal. A modern
and elegant accent to the decoration of the house or to
a special event.

R E C T A N G U L A R
M A T T E  B L A C K  
P A R I S  T A B L E
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Perfect for adding a sophisticated and rustic look to aPerfect for adding a sophisticated and rustic look to a
living or office space. The natural-looking veneered oakliving or office space. The natural-looking veneered oak
surface offers a special style and a warm texture, whichsurface offers a special style and a warm texture, which
adds a touch of warmth and comfort to any room. Theadds a touch of warmth and comfort to any room. The
massive design of this table is characterized by clearmassive design of this table is characterized by clear
and simple lines, which easily integrate into any decorand simple lines, which easily integrate into any decor
and style. The high-quality material ensures long-and style. The high-quality material ensures long-
lasting strength and durability, so that this piece oflasting strength and durability, so that this piece of
furniture can be used daily without any problems.furniture can be used daily without any problems.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
It offers enough space to comfortably accommodate 4It offers enough space to comfortably accommodate 4
to 6 people. The rectangular shape of the tops allowsto 6 people. The rectangular shape of the tops allows
easy organization of various table accessories, such aseasy organization of various table accessories, such as
plates, cutlery, glasses and dishes. With a simple andplates, cutlery, glasses and dishes. With a simple and
elegant design, this table can easily be integrated into aelegant design, this table can easily be integrated into a
variety of interiors, regardless of the chosen decorativevariety of interiors, regardless of the chosen decorative
style.style.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: FixedTable type: Fixed
Top material: Natural oak veneer.Top material: Natural oak veneer.
Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak.Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak.
Color: Matte blackColor: Matte black
Length: 1300 mm - 2200 mmLength: 1300 mm - 2200 mm
Width: 800 mm - 1000 mmWidth: 800 mm - 1000 mm
Top thickness: 30 mmTop thickness: 30 mm
Height: 730 mmHeight: 730 mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape
Note! Compatible with Legs Stand Up collectionNote! Compatible with Legs Stand Up collection
(pag 65 - 72)(pag 65 - 72)

Specifications:Specifications:
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The oval shape of the worktop offers a large work
surface, perfect for serving the table or for
accommodating a large number of people. X-
shaped legs add stability and balance.

O V A L  M A T T E
B L A C K  P A R I S
T A B L E
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Elegant and modern, which will improve theElegant and modern, which will improve the
appearance and functionality of any room. This table isappearance and functionality of any room. This table is
constructed from a natural oak veneer with a thicknessconstructed from a natural oak veneer with a thickness
of 30 mm, thus offering increased durability andof 30 mm, thus offering increased durability and
resistance over time. The matte black finish adds aresistance over time. The matte black finish adds a
sophisticated and modern look. This functionalitysophisticated and modern look. This functionality
makes the table practical and convenient to use. Inmakes the table practical and convenient to use. In
addition, the generous dimensions of the table offeraddition, the generous dimensions of the table offer
enough space to accommodate up to 6 peopleenough space to accommodate up to 6 people
comfortably, being perfect for dining with family orcomfortably, being perfect for dining with family or
friends.friends.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Whether you want to organize festive meals or businessWhether you want to organize festive meals or business
meetings, this oval table can be adapted for anymeetings, this oval table can be adapted for any
occasion. The generous dimensions of the table provideoccasion. The generous dimensions of the table provide
enough space to comfortably accommodate a largeenough space to comfortably accommodate a large
number of people, making it ideal for a large family or tonumber of people, making it ideal for a large family or to
receive visiting guests.receive visiting guests.  

DescriptionDescription

Table type: FixedTable type: Fixed
Top material: Natural oak veneer.Top material: Natural oak veneer.
Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oakFrame material: Solid wood veneered with oak
veneer.veneer.
Color: Matte blackColor: Matte black
Length: 1300 mm - 2400 mmLength: 1300 mm - 2400 mm
Width: 700 mm - 1200 mmWidth: 700 mm - 1200 mm
Height: 730 mmHeight: 730 mm
Top thickness: 30 mmTop thickness: 30 mm
Shape: ovalShape: oval
Note! Compatible with Legs Stand Up collectionNote! Compatible with Legs Stand Up collection
(pag 65 - 72)(pag 65 - 72)

Specifications:Specifications:
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The straight legs, in contrast to the round
shape of the tabletop, add an element of
stability and structure, thus creating a
harmonious combination of functionality
and design.

R O U N D  M A T T E
B L A C K  P A R I S
T A B L E
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It embodies elegance and sophistication in a modernIt embodies elegance and sophistication in a modern
and minimalist design. The matte black finishand minimalist design. The matte black finish
provides a touch of sophistication, while the naturalprovides a touch of sophistication, while the natural
oak veneer adds an element of authenticity andoak veneer adds an element of authenticity and
quality. With an elegant and minimal matte finish,quality. With an elegant and minimal matte finish,
this fixed table is easy to clean and maintain, makingthis fixed table is easy to clean and maintain, making
it perfect for everyday use. The solid construction andit perfect for everyday use. The solid construction and
quality materials used ensure the durability andquality materials used ensure the durability and
stability of the table, making it an excellentstability of the table, making it an excellent
investment for any home.investment for any home.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
The round size of the table allows it to be used forThe round size of the table allows it to be used for
various activities, from serving the meal in a formalvarious activities, from serving the meal in a formal
setting, to spending time with family and friends in asetting, to spending time with family and friends in a
comfortable and relaxing way. Thanks to its compactcomfortable and relaxing way. Thanks to its compact
dimensions, this table fits perfectly in any corner of thedimensions, this table fits perfectly in any corner of the
house.house.  

DescriptionDescription

Table type: FixedTable type: Fixed
Top material: Natural oak veneer.Top material: Natural oak veneer.
Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oakFrame material: Solid wood veneered with oak
veneer.veneer.
Color: Matte blackColor: Matte black
Diameter: 800 mm - 900 mm - 1000 mmDiameter: 800 mm - 900 mm - 1000 mm
Top thickness: 30 mmTop thickness: 30 mm
Height: 730 mmHeight: 730 mm
Round shapeRound shape
Note! Compatible with Legs Stand Up collectionNote! Compatible with Legs Stand Up collection
(pag 65 - 72)(pag 65 - 72)

Specifications:Specifications:
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HELSINKIHELSINKI

For those who love simplicity withoutFor those who love simplicity without
sacrificing design, our proposal is the fixedsacrificing design, our proposal is the fixed
but also extendable Helsinki table. Designedbut also extendable Helsinki table. Designed
to bring out the natural beauty of wood.to bring out the natural beauty of wood.
With straight lines in the design of the topWith straight lines in the design of the top
and base, it creates a stable and modernand base, it creates a stable and modern
result that highlights the naturalness of itsresult that highlights the naturalness of its
materials.materials.
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F I X E D  A S H
H E L S I N K I  T A B L E

Ash can be associated with nature and an
organic and healthy lifestyle, and the texture
of the wood can add a touch of rusticity and
authenticity to the table setting. 
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Thanks to its natural finish, it exudes a specialThanks to its natural finish, it exudes a special
warmth and elegance, with rich shades of brownwarmth and elegance, with rich shades of brown
and distinctive textures that make each pieceand distinctive textures that make each piece
unique.unique.
The table has a solid structure, made of high qualityThe table has a solid structure, made of high quality
wood with a delicate veneer of ash. The veneer iswood with a delicate veneer of ash. The veneer is
carefully selected and processed to provide acarefully selected and processed to provide a
smooth and even surface that feels good to thesmooth and even surface that feels good to the
touch.touch.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
The dimensions of this fixed table are suitable for aThe dimensions of this fixed table are suitable for a
variety of spaces, both for use in the living room andvariety of spaces, both for use in the living room and
in the kitchen or office. The simple and classic designin the kitchen or office. The simple and classic design
with smooth edges and clean lines makes it a perfectwith smooth edges and clean lines makes it a perfect
fit in any decor and very versatile. It can also be usedfit in any decor and very versatile. It can also be used
as a perfect place to serve meals.as a perfect place to serve meals.

DescriptionDescription

Specifications:Specifications:
Table type: Fixed tableTable type: Fixed table
Top material: Natural ash veneer.Top material: Natural ash veneer.
Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak veneer.Frame material: Solid wood veneered with oak veneer.
Color: AshColor: Ash
Length: 1250 mmLength: 1250 mm
Width: 690 mmWidth: 690 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Top thickness: 22mmTop thickness: 22mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape
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The shade of ash is a warm and elegant color,
with brown and gray accents, reminiscent of
solid and natural wood. It is a versatile color that
suits a wide range of decor styles, from rustic to
modern. 

E X T E N D A B L E  
 A S H  H E L S I N K I
T A B L E
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With a table surface plated with natural ashWith a table surface plated with natural ash
veneer, this extendable table has a natural andveneer, this extendable table has a natural and
beautiful appearance, being ideal for creating abeautiful appearance, being ideal for creating a
warm and welcoming atmosphere in the living roomwarm and welcoming atmosphere in the living room
or kitchen. The extendable design of the tableor kitchen. The extendable design of the table
allows it to be extended with ease, providingallows it to be extended with ease, providing
generous space to host more guests at a festivegenerous space to host more guests at a festive
meal or to provide enough space to serve severalmeal or to provide enough space to serve several
dishes.dishes.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
The elegant and quiet shape of this table fitsThe elegant and quiet shape of this table fits
perfectly with any style of decor, from contemporaryperfectly with any style of decor, from contemporary
to classic. With solid and stable legs, this table isto classic. With solid and stable legs, this table is
both sturdy and easy to handle, making moving andboth sturdy and easy to handle, making moving and
adjusting it very easy. It is an excellent choice toadjusting it very easy. It is an excellent choice to
enhance the look and functionality of your diningenhance the look and functionality of your dining
space.space.

DescriptionDescription

Table type: Extendable tableTable type: Extendable table
Top material: veneered with natural ash veneer.Top material: veneered with natural ash veneer.
Frame material: solid wood veneered with oakFrame material: solid wood veneered with oak
veneer.veneer.
Color: AshColor: Ash
Length: 1250 mmLength: 1250 mm
Extended length: 1640 mmExtended length: 1640 mm
Width: 690 mmWidth: 690 mm
Height: 750 mmHeight: 750 mm
Top thickness: 22mmTop thickness: 22mm
Rectangular shapeRectangular shape

Specifications:Specifications:
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STAND UPSTAND UP

Does the dining area not meet your needs andDoes the dining area not meet your needs and
desires? It's not too late to make the change youdesires? It's not too late to make the change you
need. With the help of modern wooden legs thatneed. With the help of modern wooden legs that
will give a combination of modern thanks to itswill give a combination of modern thanks to its
shapes but also the matte black that overflowsshapes but also the matte black that overflows
with elegance and classic.with elegance and classic.
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A - W O O D  M A T T E
B L A C K  T A B L E
L E G

This table leg shape has a symmetrical and
elegant appearance, providing stability and
strength while leaving enough space for
chairs and other furniture.
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First of all, "A" shaped table legs are considered toFirst of all, "A" shaped table legs are considered to
be a classic design that can add a sense ofbe a classic design that can add a sense of
elegance and sophistication to any room. Thiselegance and sophistication to any room. This
shape gives the table a more airy and open look, soshape gives the table a more airy and open look, so
that it does not become too massive or heavy in itsthat it does not become too massive or heavy in its
design.design.
Oak is a hard and durable wood, which means thatOak is a hard and durable wood, which means that
table legs made from this material are able to lasttable legs made from this material are able to last
over time and withstand normal wear and tear.over time and withstand normal wear and tear.

The legs are finished with ecological and water-The legs are finished with ecological and water-
based substances.based substances.
Color: F013 Matt black.Color: F013 Matt black.
Height: 730 mmHeight: 730 mm
Thickness: 100 mmThickness: 100 mm
Material: solid wood veneered with oak veneer.Material: solid wood veneered with oak veneer.
Fastening: metric screws included in theFastening: metric screws included in the
packagepackage..

Specifications:Specifications:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
They can be used in various spaces, includingThey can be used in various spaces, including
kitchens, living rooms, offices or workspaces, as wellkitchens, living rooms, offices or workspaces, as well
as in recreational areas such as terraces andas in recreational areas such as terraces and
gardens. The A-shaped leg can also be adapted togardens. The A-shaped leg can also be adapted to
suit different decor styles, from modern andsuit different decor styles, from modern and
minimalist to rustic and traditional.minimalist to rustic and traditional.

Description
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A solid and robust structure, allowing the
table to be used constantly and by several
users without quickly deteriorating. In
addition, this table leg can be an interesting
and elegant visual element.

X - W O O D  M A T
B L A C K  T A B L E
L E G
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The X-shaped natural oak veneered solid wood legs areThe X-shaped natural oak veneered solid wood legs are
elegant and refined pieces of furniture that add a touchelegant and refined pieces of furniture that add a touch
of style and sophistication to any interior decor. Theof style and sophistication to any interior decor. The
natural oak veneer used for the X-shaped legs is chosennatural oak veneer used for the X-shaped legs is chosen
to give it durability and to bring out the natural beauty ofto give it durability and to bring out the natural beauty of
the wood. The fine texture and subtle pores provide athe wood. The fine texture and subtle pores provide a
touch of sophistication and elegance, while the veneeredtouch of sophistication and elegance, while the veneered
solid wood structure provides solidity and stability to thesolid wood structure provides solidity and stability to the
legs.legs.

The legs are finished with eco-friendly and water-The legs are finished with eco-friendly and water-
based substances.based substances.
Color: F013 Matt black.Color: F013 Matt black.
Height: 730 mmHeight: 730 mm
Thickness: 100 mmThickness: 100 mm
For better stability, an optional horizontal crossbarFor better stability, an optional horizontal crossbar
made of solid wood veneered with natural oak veneermade of solid wood veneered with natural oak veneer
is mounted only for type U and X.is mounted only for type U and X.
Fixed transom F013 matte black finish:Fixed transom F013 matte black finish:

Specifications:Specifications:

            1100 mm - 1500 mm - 1700 mm - 1900 mm - 900 mm1100 mm - 1500 mm - 1700 mm - 1900 mm - 900 mm

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Overall, X-shaped natural oak veneered solid wood legsOverall, X-shaped natural oak veneered solid wood legs
are an excellent choice for anyone looking to add aare an excellent choice for anyone looking to add a
quality aesthetic and functional element to their interiorquality aesthetic and functional element to their interior
decor. They are durable, easy to maintain and can bedecor. They are durable, easy to maintain and can be
used for a wide range of furniture pieces, making themused for a wide range of furniture pieces, making them
ideal for both domestic and commercial use.ideal for both domestic and commercial use.  

Description
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This shape provides excellent stability and
balance to the table legs, making them ideal
for use in public and commercial spaces, as
well as in people's homes.

U - W O O D  M A T T E
B L A C K  T A B L E
L E G
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U-shaped solid wood legs veneered with natural oakU-shaped solid wood legs veneered with natural oak
veneer are an elegant and sturdy choice for yourveneer are an elegant and sturdy choice for your
furniture. These legs are made of high quality solidfurniture. These legs are made of high quality solid
wood and their surface is covered with a layer ofwood and their surface is covered with a layer of
natural oak veneer to add a touch of beauty andnatural oak veneer to add a touch of beauty and
texture. Each leg is crafted with great attention totexture. Each leg is crafted with great attention to
detail and impeccably finished to add a luxurious anddetail and impeccably finished to add a luxurious and
sophisticated look to your furniture.sophisticated look to your furniture.  

The legs are finished with ecological and water-basedThe legs are finished with ecological and water-based
substances.substances.
Color: F013 Matte black.Color: F013 Matte black.
Height: 730 mmHeight: 730 mm
Thickness: 100 mmThickness: 100 mm
For better stability, a horizontal crossbar made of solidFor better stability, a horizontal crossbar made of solid
wood veneered with natural oak veneer is optionallywood veneered with natural oak veneer is optionally
mounted only for type U and X.mounted only for type U and X.
Fixed transom F013 matte black finish:Fixed transom F013 matte black finish:
1100 mm - 1500 mm - 1700 mm - 1900 mm - 900 mm1100 mm - 1500 mm - 1700 mm - 1900 mm - 900 mm

Specifications:Specifications:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
The U-shaped legs are a distinctive feature, giving yourThe U-shaped legs are a distinctive feature, giving your
furniture a modern and refined look. The legs arefurniture a modern and refined look. The legs are
designed to provide excellent stability and support heavydesigned to provide excellent stability and support heavy
weights, making them ideal for any type of furniture, fromweights, making them ideal for any type of furniture, from
coffee tables to desks, living rooms or kitchens.coffee tables to desks, living rooms or kitchens.

Description
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The CONICAL shape of the table leg
involves a structure that progressively
tapers from its base to its top, creating a
truncated cone shape. 

I C O N I C  S O L I D
W O O D  I N C L I N E D
T A B L E  L E G
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The slanted tapered solid wood table legs are anThe slanted tapered solid wood table legs are an
elegant and refined choice for any room. They areelegant and refined choice for any room. They are
made of high quality wood with a natural texturemade of high quality wood with a natural texture
and warm hue that adds a rustic and authenticand warm hue that adds a rustic and authentic
charm. The conical shape of the table legs givescharm. The conical shape of the table legs gives
them excellent stability and an impressive presence.them excellent stability and an impressive presence.
With metal fixing plate included. The legs areWith metal fixing plate included. The legs are
finished with eco-friendly and water-basedfinished with eco-friendly and water-based
substances.substances.

Beech - F008 Matte whiteBeech - F008 Matte white
Beech - F013 Matte blackBeech - F013 Matte black
Beech - F002 Natural oiled effectBeech - F002 Natural oiled effect
Oak - F002 Natural oiled effectOak - F002 Natural oiled effect
Oak - F002 Natural honey oiled effectOak - F002 Natural honey oiled effect
Oak - F007 Smoke oiled effectOak - F007 Smoke oiled effect

Specifications:Specifications:
Available sizes:Available sizes:
210x55x35mm - 440x65x35mm - 740x65x35mm210x55x35mm - 440x65x35mm - 740x65x35mm

Available finishes:Available finishes:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Compatibility is another important advantage ofCompatibility is another important advantage of
tapered solid wood table legs. They can be used withtapered solid wood table legs. They can be used with
tables of different sizes and shapes, thanks to theirtables of different sizes and shapes, thanks to their
versatile design and easy integration into variousversatile design and easy integration into various
styles of furniture.styles of furniture.
They are an excellent choice for anyone who wantsThey are an excellent choice for anyone who wants
to give their table a stable, durable and aestheticallyto give their table a stable, durable and aesthetically
pleasing support.pleasing support.  

Description
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RI-FLATRI-FLAT

Furniture fronts are not only important from anFurniture fronts are not only important from an
aesthetic point of view, but also qualitatively.aesthetic point of view, but also qualitatively.
They need to be durable and wear-resistant toThey need to be durable and wear-resistant to
ensure that your furniture looks good and lastsensure that your furniture looks good and lasts
over time, a higher quality of fronts can helpover time, a higher quality of fronts can help
improve the functionality of the furniture,improve the functionality of the furniture,
making it easier to use and more enjoyable tomaking it easier to use and more enjoyable to
use.use.
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Furniture fronts are key elements in defining the
aesthetic and functional aspect of the furniture.
These are the first things we see and feel when
we interact with the furniture, making their
appearance essential in defining the quality and
value of the furniture.

F L A T  &  R I F L A T
F R O N T S   
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Oak veneer is resistant to wear and abrasion,
making it ideal for surfaces that are frequently
used or exposed to heavy traffic. It is also scratch
and impact resistant, making it an ideal material
for furniture that must withstand daily wear and
tear.

F L A T  O A K
V E N E E R  F R O N T S
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The fronts of the "Flat" model are made ofThe fronts of the "Flat" model are made of
chipboard coated with natural oak veneer andchipboard coated with natural oak veneer and
edged with oak blinds. The final thickness is 19mm.edged with oak blinds. The final thickness is 19mm.
The finish of these fronts is obtained by oiling withThe finish of these fronts is obtained by oiling with
an innovative and ecological mixture of natural oilsan innovative and ecological mixture of natural oils
Painting is done with particularly UV-resistantPainting is done with particularly UV-resistant
pigments, water based and without chemicalpigments, water based and without chemical
compounds.compounds.  
Another advantage of this type of finish is theAnother advantage of this type of finish is the
possibility to refresh it without specialized tools.possibility to refresh it without specialized tools.

F001 Black oiled effectF001 Black oiled effect
F002 Natural oiled effectF002 Natural oiled effect
F003 Natural honey oiled effectF003 Natural honey oiled effect
F004 White oiled effectF004 White oiled effect
F005 Ebony oiled effectF005 Ebony oiled effect
F006 Brown oiled effectF006 Brown oiled effect

Specifications:Specifications:
The minimum size that can be achieved is 300x60The minimum size that can be achieved is 300x60
mm. The maximum size that can be achieved ismm. The maximum size that can be achieved is
2700x1200 mm.2700x1200 mm.

Available finishes:Available finishes:

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Kitchens, living rooms, offices or commercial spaces.Kitchens, living rooms, offices or commercial spaces.
Intended both for making furniture fronts andIntended both for making furniture fronts and
decorative wall cladding in both offices anddecorative wall cladding in both offices and
commercial spaces.commercial spaces.
Decor: Oak veneer boards can be used to createDecor: Oak veneer boards can be used to create
decor items and other accessories.decor items and other accessories.

Description
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The decorative effect of ribbed tiles lies in their ability to
add texture and dimension to flat surfaces. These tiles
can be used to create a sophisticated and modern look
in any space, from commercial and industrial buildings
to private homes.

R I F L A T  P A I N T E D
M D F  F R O N T S
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The fronts of the "Riflat" model are made of MDFThe fronts of the "Riflat" model are made of MDF
veneered with natural oak veneer of 4mm thicknessveneered with natural oak veneer of 4mm thickness
and edged with oak veneer. The final thickness isand edged with oak veneer. The final thickness is
23mm. They are made of MDF and finished with23mm. They are made of MDF and finished with
water-based ecological substances.water-based ecological substances.

Available finishes:Available finishes:
F001 Black oiled effectF001 Black oiled effect
F002 Natural oiled effectF002 Natural oiled effect
F003 Natural honey oiled effectF003 Natural honey oiled effect
F004 White wash oiled effectlF004 White wash oiled effectl
F005 Ebony oiled effectF005 Ebony oiled effect
F006 Brown oiled effectF006 Brown oiled effect
F008 Matte whiteF008 Matte white
F013 Matte blackF013 Matte black  

Specifications:Specifications:
The minimum dimension that can be achieved isThe minimum dimension that can be achieved is
300x60 mm. The maximum size that can be300x60 mm. The maximum size that can be
achieved is 2700x1200 mm.achieved is 2700x1200 mm.

Spaces intended for:Spaces intended for:
Kitchens, living rooms, offices or commercial spaces.Kitchens, living rooms, offices or commercial spaces.
Intended both for making furniture fronts andIntended both for making furniture fronts and
decorative wall cladding in both offices anddecorative wall cladding in both offices and
commercial spaces.commercial spaces.
Decor: Oak veneer boards can be used to createDecor: Oak veneer boards can be used to create
decor items such as picture frames, mirrors anddecor items such as picture frames, mirrors and
other accessories.other accessories.

Description
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